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Abstract

The planner TFTM-ArgMax, which stands for The Fewer The
Merrier exploits red-black planning heuristic with a direct
handling of conditional effects, using it as a base for a nov-
elty heuristic, as well as using the novelty heuristic for prun-
ing preferred operators. The preferred operators are pruned
by choosing a subset of the preferred operators of underlying
heuristic with the highest novelty score.

Introduction
Red-black planning (Katz, Hoffmann, and Domshlak
2013b,a; Katz and Hoffmann 2013, 2014; Domshlak, Hoff-
mann, and Katz 2015) allows to partially relax a planning
task while remaining in a tractable fragment of planning.
Recently, Katz (2019) has shown that the fragment of red-
black planning characterized by DAG black causal graphs
remains tractable in the presence of conditional effects, ex-
tending the existing red-black planning heuristics to natively
handling conditional effects. This native support of condi-
tional effects was integrated into the Cerberus planner (Katz
2018), which participated in IPC 2018. Another feature of
Cerberus is the use of a search pruning technique based on
the concept of novelty of a state, where the search procedure
prunes nodes that do not qualify as novel. Cerberus exploits
the novelty of a state with respect to its heuristic estimate
(Katz et al. 2017). The notion was no longer used solely for
pruning search nodes, but rather as a heuristic function, for
node ordering in a queue. Since such heuristics are not goal-
aware, Cerberus uses the base red-black heuristic as a sec-
ondary (tie-breaking) heuristic for node ordering. Follow-
ing the success of the LAMA planner (Richter, Westphal,
and Helmert 2011), the planner used an additional queue for
successors achieved by preferred operators. While the use
of prefer operators greatly improves planner performance,
sometimes the large number of preferred operators can neg-
atively impact performance, and even a random selection of
a subset of these operators can have a significant positive
effect on the overall performance (Tuisov and Katz 2021).

The planner TFTM uses novelty-based pruning of pre-
ferred operators to reduce the set considered by the search.
In all other aspects, it mimics the Cerberus planner.
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In addition, TFTM uses the h2 mutex detection (Alcázar
and Torralba 2015) while translating from PDDL to SAS+,
for the satisficing track variants. For agile tracks, our analy-
sis indicates that switching off the h2 mutex detection signif-
icantly improved performance. In what follows, we describe
the configurations submitted to each of the tracks.

Satisficing Track
The planner runs iterative search with multiple queues, start-
ing with GBFS and continuing to lazy weighted A∗, with di-
minishing weights, 5, 3, 2, 1, and continuing with the weight
1. The heuristics used are the novelty of the heuristic esti-
mate (red-black heuristic where the red-black planning frag-
ment was created by iteratively painting invertible variables
red until the black causal graph becomes acyclic), as well as
the landmark count heuristic, mirroring the configuration of
Cerberus from IPC 2018. The difference is that the preferred
operators of the novelty heuristic are computed by pruning
the set of preferred operators of the underlying heuristic. The
formal definitions for the novelty heuristics and the pruning
method used are given below.

Agile Track
The configuration submitted to this track runs the first iter-
ation of the configuration submitted to the satisficing track,
differing from that configuration in one aspect only: the h2

mutex detection was not applied for this track.

Novelty Pruning Of Preferred Operators
In what follows, we present the definitions of Tuisov and
Katz (2021) and Katz et al. (2017) on the novelty-based
pruning of preferred operators used in the configuration.

We start with the definition of the novelty score of a fact.

Definition 1 (heuristic novelty) Given a heuristic function
h : S 7→ R0+ and a search history H, the novelty score of
a fact f is defined as

N(f,H, h) =

{
min

s∈H(f)
h(s), H(f) 6= ∅

∞, otherwise.

Given a state s, the novelty score of a fact f in state s is
defined as N(f, s,H, h) = N(f,H, h)− h(s) if f ∈ s.



A search historyH is a set of pairs of operators and states
that these operators lead to, and H(f) is the set of states in
the search history that contain the fact f . To simplify the
notation, we sometimes do not mention the search historyH
and the heuristic h when these are clear from the context.
A fact is novel in state s if its novelty score in s is strictly
positive. A state is novel if it contains at least one novel fact.

Katz et al. (2017) define a variety of novelty based heuris-
tics, starting with the most basic one, hBN , separating novel
states (that obtain the value 0) from the non-novel states
(that obtain the value 1). The second heuristic function
hQN (s) := |V| −

∑
f∈s

N+(f, s) also separates novel states,

based on the number of novel facts (N+(f, s) is 1 when
N(f, s) > 0 and 0 otherwise). Finally, hQB also separates
non-novel states, based on the number of strictly non-novel
facts.

hQB(s) =

hQN (s), hQN (s) < |V|
|V|+

∑
f∈s

N -(f, s), otherwise.

While Katz et al. (2017) define additional heuristics, hQB

was found to be best performing overall in their experiments
and is the novelty heuristic used by TFTM-ArgMax.

We define now heuristic novelty of operators, analogously
to how a novelty of a fact is defined (Katz et al. 2017), see
Definition 1.

Definition 2 (operator novelty score) Given a heuristic
function h : S 7→ R0+ and a search history H, the nov-
elty score of an operator o is defined as

N(o,H, h) =

{
min

s∈H(o)
h(s), H(o) 6= ∅

∞, otherwise.

Further, given a state s, the novelty score of an operator o
in state s is defined as N(o, s,H, h) = N(o,H, h)− h(s).

In words, the novelty score of an operator in a state is the
difference between the (best) heuristic value of a state previ-
ously reached by the operator during search and the heuristic
value of the current state.

Finally, we formally define preferred operators for the
novelty heuristic.

Definition 3 (max-novel preferred operators) Given a
heuristic function h, the max-novel preferred operators of h
are defined as

POmax(s,H) = argmax
o∈POh(s)

{N(o, s,H, h)}

The planner TFTM-ArgMax sets the operators
POmax(s,H) as preferred, a configuration that was
found to work well by Tuisov and Katz (2021).
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